
Lies, damn lies, and …. 
genomics�

you, your data, your perceptions and 
reality�

�

Christopher West Wheat �



Goal of this lecture�

•  Present a critical view of ecological genomics�

•  Make you uncomfortable by sharing my 
nightmares�

•  Encourage you to critically assess findings and 
your expectations in light of publication biases�



Disclaimer �
I’m a positive person�

 �
 I love my job and the work we all do �

�
  I’m just sharing scrumptious food for thought �



What if …..�
50%$of$your$

favorite$studies$
had$conclusions$
that$were$just$

wrong?$
How$would$that$

affect$your$
expecta=ons$
and$work?$



If the biomedical science has the 
most money and oversight, then …. �

Their findings should be robust:�
�

•  Repeatable effect sizes�
•  The same across different labs�
•  The same across years�



Publication replication failures�
•  Biomedical studies�

– Of 49 most cited clincal studies, 45 showed intervention was effective�
– Most were randomized control studies (robust design) �

Of the 34 that were later replicated, 41% were directly 
contradicted or had much lower effect sizes. �

�
•  Mouse cocaine effect study, replicated in three cities�

– Highly standardized study�
Average movement was 600 cm, 701 cm, and > 5000 cm in 
the three study sites�

Ioannidis$2005$JAMA;%Lehrer$2010$
$



Assessing reality using 
funnel plots�

Log$Sample$size$(n)$

Sex$ra=o$in$birds$

Pvalue$=$0.05$

Small sample sizes affect 
measurement accuracy�

�
Each dot = a study and has error �

�
Study estimates are randomly 

distributed about the real value�
�

Your study is just a random 
estimate of some idealized value�



rbias$$is$the$sig.$correla=on$between$
effect$and$sample$size$

Palmer$2000$Ann.$Rev.$Eco.$Sys.$$

Publication bias increases effect size�

Log$Sample$size$(n)$

Eff
ec
t$s
ize

$(r
)$

Pvalue$=$0.05$
Published$study$

If$all$studies$on$same$ques=on$were$published$Reality:$low$effect$sizes$not$published$$



What if there is no replication?�
What is most likely to publish first & where?�

What publishes late?�



Why Most Published Research Findings Are False�
A research finding is less likely to be true when: �
�
•  the studies conducted in a field have a small sample size�
•  when effect sizes are small �
•  when there is a greater number of tested relationships using tests 

with a priori selection�
•  where there is greater flexibility in designs, definitions, outcomes, 

and analytical modes�
•  when there is greater financial and other interest and prejudice�
•  when more teams are involved in a scientific field, all chasing after 

statistical significance by using different tests�
Ioannidis$2005$Plos$Med.$



But surely, this doesn’t 
apply to genomics …. �

Or does it?�



8 topics first reported with P < 0.05 �

•   �

Ioannidis,$J.$P.,$E.$E.$Ntzani,$T.$A.$Trikalinos,$and$D.$G.$ContopoulosYIoannidis.$2001.$Replica=on$
validity$of$gene=c$associa=on$studies.$Nat$Genet$29:306–309.$
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There are lies, damn lies, 
and …. genomics?�

But wait, is that fair?�
        �
        Are these really lies?�



Where does this bias come from?�

•  Population heterogeneity�
– Space and time�

•  Publication bias�
–  Large & significant effects publish fast and with high 

impact �
– Small & non-significant effects publish slow with low 

impact �



Where does this bias come from?�

YOU!!$ Its arises from humans doing science�
The way we think �

The way our institutions work �

And$me$….$All$of$us$



Apophenia�
A universal human tendency to seek 
patterns in random information and view 
this as important �

•  Similar to Type 1 error  �
–  false positive�

•  Opposite from Type 2 error �
–   false negative�



Outline�
•  What is the genomic architecture of phenotypes?�

•  What is the power of molecular tests of selection?�

•  What does the dissection of some classic comparative 
genomics study reveal?�



Non – adaptive Adaptive 

Will your trait have 1000’s of small effect 
genes, or a few genes of large effect? 

Is this a publication bias?�

disease, aging, height, etc. salinity, color, resistance, etc. 

One or several loci of large 
effect 

1000’s of loci, each of 
small effect size 

generally(…(

Rockman (2011) … All that’s gold does not glitter Sear (2010) … Is bigger always better?  



Metabolic Pathways 

How do we find the genes that matter?�

Publications using molecular tests demonstrate we can sequence 
our way to answers�

�
Current paradigm:�

Sequence, map, find sig. patterns, make causal story, move on 
…… �



What is the architecture of a causal variant?�

What type of variant?�
– SNP, indel, TE, inversion, CNV?�

�
Stern$&$Orgogozo$2008$Evolu=on$



How predictable are 
adaptations?�

Stern$&$Orgogozo$2008$Evolu=on$



How do we identify the genes that matter?�
�

•  Molecular tests of selection are popular, but … �
– What are their assumptions and power?�

�
•  What are these tests detecting?�

– What is a footprint of selection?�
•  How are they formed?�
•  How large are they?�
•  How long do the last?�



Hohenlohe$et$al.$2010$Int.$J.$Plant$Science$Fig. 1.
A, Decision tree summarizing the major biological considerations in using population
genomics to test for selection (solid outline) and the classes of statistical tests that are most
appropriate for each case (dotted outline). See box 1 for descriptions of particular tests. B,
Conceptual view of the timescale during which different classes of tests are best able to
detect selection. A selective sweep is shown in red. Tests based on substitution rates (e.g.,
dN/dS) have a potentially long life span but require multiple amino acid substitutions. Time
is in units of effective population size. Based on Hudson et al. (1987),Pennings and
Hermisson (2006b),Sabeti et al. (2006), and Oleksyk et al. (2010; but note that these latter
two references focused on applications to human populations).

Hohenlohe et al. Page 18
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Finding the genes: 
a decision tree�

Many$publica=ons$
each$use$>$50%$of$
these$tests,$then$
argue$which$are$

important$



Power is the probability that the test will reject the 
null hypothesis when the alternative hypothesis is 

TRUE �
�

Using a t-test, you would want power > 90% at 
reasonable sample size, right?�

What$is$
sta=s=cal$
power?$

What power do we 
have to detect 
evolution by 

natural selection?�



Directional selection:�
an example of the 

expectations of hard 
selection�

Population genomics has been 
dominated by developing methods to 
detect hard sweeps for past two 
decades�
�

–  But a proper ‘null model’ continues 
to be elusive, resulting in a high 
false positive rate since their 
inception�

Storz$2005$Mol.$Ecology$



Fst outlier analysis�

•   �

False$posi=ve$rate$(type$1$error)$

Power$(%$of$real$outliers$found)$

Loherhos$and$Whitlock.$2014.$Molecular$Ecology$23:2178–2192.$

N=1500$(20$ind.$per$75$popula=ons)$
9900$Neutral,$100$selected$sites$



What is our power to detect 
hard sweeps within a 

population?�

When did selection act on your 
phenotype?�

What’s the demographic 
history of your population?�

Zhai,$Nielsen$&$Slatkin$2008$MBE$$

Jensen$2014.$Nature$Communica=ons$5:1–10.$$

Equilibrium$popula=on$
Bohlenecked$popula=on$



What’s a good way to assess 
molecular tests?�

•  Computer simulations of evolution�
–  Across range of demographic scenarios�

•  What else?�

•  Testing them on real data where we know the targets of 
selection = real world validation�
– Which ones work and when�
– We could then use this to make better tests, right? (very rare) �



Breed specific 
morphologies�
Test set of Schlamp et al. 
2016:�
•  25 breeds�
•  12 causal loci �
•  N = 25 / breed�
•  7 tests of selection�

–  iHS,nSL,H,TajD, etc.�

von$Holdt$et$al.$2010.$Nature$

What can state of the art molecular 
tests of selection detect?�



French Bulldog sample: low power, high type I & II error  �

•   �

Schlamp$et$al.$2016.$Evalua=ng$the$performance$of$selec=on$scans$to$detect$selec=ve$sweeps$in$
domes=c$dogs.$Molecular$Ecology$25:342–356.$



•  Are still chasing an elusive null model …. �
– Each performs better than previous ones under a 

specific set of conditions, all have poor null model �

•  But … under realistic biological conditions, they all  �
– Have very low power �
– Have high false positive rates�

Molecular tests … �
BASED ON 20 YEARS OF PUBLICATIONS�



Hard selection case example: 
threespine stickleback fish�



Threespine stickleback fish�
(Gasterosteus aculeatus) �

•  Has body armor in the ocean�
•  Loses almost all armor in lakes�

Ocean$

Lakes$

Invaded$
fresh$water$

lake$



$ $$ $Marine$popula=on$

Propor=on$
varia=on$
within$

popula=ons$

Propor=on$
varia=on$
between$

popula=ons$

Invaded$
fresh$water$

lake$

Parallel adaptation in fresh 
water lakes via hard sweeps�
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Individual genome sequencing: powerful insights�

Jones$et$al.$2012$Nature$2Y5$X$per$individual,$sliding$2500$bp$window,$500$bp$step$$

N=10$

N=10$
Low$Fst $ $ $$$$$$$$$High$Fst$



Which regions are more important? Coding or expression?�

Jones$et$al.$2012$Nature$



•   �

Scheinfeldt$&$Tishkoff.$2013.$Nat$Rev$Genet$14:692–702.$

Test$
power$

Freq.$in$
nature$
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$
$
$
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How common were hard sweeps in our history?�

Messer$and$Petrov$2013$TREE$

•  “classic sweeps were not a dominant mode of human adaptation 
over the past 250,000 years” �

•  “much local adaptation has occurred by selection acting on existing 
variation rather than new mutation” �

How common are hard sweeps in nature?�
•  “we argue that soft sweeps might be the dominant mode of 

adaptation in many species” �

1000$Genomes$PC$2010$Science$
Hernandez$et$al.$2011$Science$

Burke$et$al.$2010$Nature$

The lab?�
•  “Signatures of selection … [are] not associated with ‘classic’ sweeps 

…   More parsimonious explanations include ‘incomplete’ [or] ‘soft’ 
sweep models.” �



Certainly not everyone agrees …. �

•  This is an important read, critical of �
– assumptions underlying soft sweep�
–  low power of molecular tests to detect hard & soft sweeps�



We$have$not$been$studying$
the$dominant$form$of$
selec=on$in$the$wild$&$
cannot$reliably$detect$it$

How common are soft sweeps in your species?�

What$does$this$
mean$for$tests$
of$selec=on?$

Thought experiment:�
 What fraction of species respond to selection in the lab? 90%�
 Why? existing variation in population�
 If populations have variation, how likely is selection to use it? 90%�
 What’s likelihood of selection on standing variation in wild?� 80%�



Age and type of selection matters�
•  Novel mutation, large effect, hard sweep that goes to fixation�

–  Probability of detection 20 – 90%, depending on demography, etc.�

•  Old mutation and / or polygenetic that does not sweep to fixation�
–  Probability of detection close to 0 �

•  Finding the causal mechanism�
–  Coding > expression (but allele specific expression can be lightening rod for expression) �
–  SNPs > more complex mutations (indel, TE, CNV) �
–  Ongoing gene flow & grouping by phenotype across replicate populations helps a lot �

•  What is the relative frequency of these?�
–  What will be the architecture of your phenotype?�
–  What does your method have the highest power to detect?�



Get$ready,$here$come$the$
1000n$genomes$$

•  Roughly 20 arthropods sequenced to date�
– plans to sequence  5,000 more�

•  Many other large scale projects coming online�
�

•  Unprecedented data for studying:�
– Phylogenetic relationships�
– Genome evolution�
– Functional insights into genes and genomic 

features (e.g. regulation and inheritance) �

An$unprecedented$
opportunity$for$

large$scale$errors?$



Drosophila$12$Genomes$Consor=um$2007$Nature$

Classic study: Evolution of genes and genomes 
on the Drosophila phylogeny�



Tempo and mode of chromosome evolution�

•  > 20 My, chromosomal order completely reshuffled in Diptera �
Drosophila$12$Genomes$Consor=um$2007$Nature$



Genome evolution�
Drosophila$12$Genomes$
Consor=um$2007$Nature$



Selection dynamics across functional categories�

•  33.1% of single-copy orthologues have experienced positive 
selection on at least a subset of codons.�

Drosophila$12$Genomes$Consor=um$2007$Nature$



Drosophila$12$Genomes$Consor=um$2007$Nature$
Hahn$et$al.$2007$Plos$Gene=cs$

Gene Family Evolution across 12 
Drosophila Genomes �

•  One fixed gene gain/ loss 
across the genome every 
60,000 yr �

•  17 genes are estimated to be 
duplicated and fixed in a 
genome every million years�



Comparative Genomics : a house of cards?�

•  Data scale is too large to thoroughly assess errors … �
–  Perhaps the findings are just …. wrong  �

•  All conclusions, at some stage, rest upon �
–  Simple bioinformatics�
–  Assumptions that get incorporated into seemingly unbiased methods�

Lets exploring two pillars of these studies, their error and 
repercussions�

–  Gene alignments in detecting positive selection�
–  Calibrations in temporal analysis�



Established studies allow … �

 �
Follow up studies to reveal limitations�
�
Robust findings to emerge with age�



s$

Inferring selection 
dynamics: �

How robust are these conclusions?�

33.1% of single-copy orthologues 
have experienced positive selection 

on at least a subset of codons. �



Codon based tests of selection�

Neutral$evolu=on$

Purifying$selec=on$

Posi=ve$selec=on$$
f.ex.$effector$genes$

f.ex.$housekeeping$genes$

f.ex.$pseudogenes$

!ds!

!!dN!

IMPRS$workshop,$
Compara=ve$Genomics$

!!dN(/(!!ds((!
> 1 positive sel. 
= 1 neutral 
< 1 purifying sel. ra=o$



Drosophila$12$Genomes$Consor=um$2007$Nature$

Evolution of genes and genomes on the 
Drosophila phylogeny�



dN/dS estimates 
by aligner �

MarkovaYRaina$&$Petrov$2011$Genome$Biology$

•  6690 orthologs �

•  5 alignment 
methods�

•  Alignment 
methods affect 
dN/dS estimates �



Comparing results across methods is responsible 
bioinformatics!!!!!�

Since we can’t look at our data, we need approaches that 
allow 1st principal assessments�

MarkovaYRaina$&$Petrov$2011$Genome$Biology$



Aligner tool has a larger effect than biology�

MarkovaYRaina$&$Petrov$2011$Genome$Biology$

Number of significant genes in    
common across 1, 2, 3, 4, or all 

5 of the alignment methods�

99%$



Alignment results highlight importance of alignment score!�
– Tcoffee finds 3 selected sites indicated by arrows�
– ProbCons identifies region with low alignment score, not used�
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What about recent genomes?�

Surely they are better?�

and mammals … they have good genomes�
�

and alignment problems rarely happen�
�

… right?�
 �



What about recent genomes on cute mammals?�

•   �

How$did$I$
evolve$to$
be$so$cute?$



•   �

Schneider$et$al.$2009.$Genome$Biology$and$Evolu=on.$

23.3%$
$
11.6%$

10.2%$
$

3.6%$

0.9%$
$
0.7%$

2.8%$
$
0.7%$

17.5%$
$

2.0%$

10.4%$
$

4.2%$

3.8%$
$

2.8%$

Data=~3000$orthologs$
Posi=ve$Selected$Genes$

$
Revised$PSG$

Deficient$in:$$
•  Alignment$
•  Coverage$
•  Annota=on$



Temporal inference:�

fact or fiction?�



Timing of divergence�

•  Directly affects rate estimates�

•  Deriving unbiased dates from molecular data�
–  Large field of software development �

•  Bayesian methods, while potentially informative 
and unbiased�
– Can be easily, and are routinely, abused�

Wheat$and$Wahlberg$2013$TREE$



Drosophila$12$Genomes$Consor=um$2007$Nature$

Evolution of genes and genomes on the 
Drosophila phylogeny�



Calibra=on:$Kauai$age$of$$5.1$
my$for$divergence$of$two$

Hawaiian$species$
$

1.  No$phylogeny$
2.  Fixed$clock$rate$
3.  Between$3$–$64$genes$in$

pairwise$comparisons$
$
$
$

Temporal$paherns$in$fruiqlies$
(Tamura$et$al.$2004$MBE)$

Hawaiian$
Islands$$



Episodic$radia=ons$in$the$fly$tree$of$life$$
(Wiegmann$et$al.$2011$PNAS)$$$

Drosophila$clade:$$
–  Schizophora$
constrained$to$
maximum$of$70$Ma$

–  Without$constraint,$
goes$to$115$Ma$

$
What$is$reality?$
$$



Determining 
objective priors 
is challenging�

Priors in Bayesian rel. clock analysis: �
�

Mu = lab observed mutation rate�
A1,2 = geological calibration, small Ne�
C1,2 = geological calibration, large Ne�
�

Obbard$et$al.$2012$Mol.$Biol.$Evol.$

Hard$prior$



Priors directly influence posteriors�

Obbard$et$al.$2012$Mol.$Biol.$Evol.$

Millions$of$years$



Drosophila$12$Genomes$Consor=um$2007$Nature$

Thus, the age of this clade is fiction�



Prior 
distributions�
matter�

Wheat$and$Wahlberg$2013$Trends$Ecology$&$Evolu=on$

•  Integrative science is 
challenging�

•  Discuss or 
collaborate with 
experts to evaluate 
your approach.�



How$do$we$gain$da=ng$confidence$
when$we$are$in$the$dark?$

•  Fossils$and$DNA$are$likely$to$rarely$agree$

•  How$can$we$assess$the$temporal$signal$in$the$DNA$
in$a$robust$manner?$
–  Reducing$prior$biases$and$using$lots$of$DNA$data,$while$
modeling$likely$viola=ons$of$analysis$models$

Wheat$and$Wahlberg$2013$
Trends$Ecology$&$Evolu=on$



Post-genomics challenge�
“What we can measure is by definition uninteresting and what we are 
interested in is by definition unmeasureable” �

    - Lewontin 1974 �
�

“What we understand of the genome is by definition uninteresting 
and what we are interested in is by definition very damn difficult to 
sequence and assemble and annotate and analyze at genomic 
scale”�

   - Wheat 2015 �
�

          �
For example:�

  - indels & inversions�
  - gene family dynamics �
  - evolutionary dynamics $



What$does$a$
good$$
PYvalue$
really$tell$
you?$

What$does$a$
bad$

PYvalue$
really$tell$
you?$

When$
did$

selec=on$
happen?$

What$type$
of$

selec=on?$

Is$method$
mismatched$

to$
mechanism?$

Are$you$
chasing$a$
good$PY
value?$



Significant P-values�

Robust understanding requires validation:�
•  Genetic manipulation�
•  Field study manipulations�

Hypothesis$
generators$that$

interact$
synergis=cally$

$

Transcriptome$
analyses$

Genomic$
analyses$

Tests$of$
selec=on$



Goal of this lecture�

•  Present a non-typical view of ecological genomics�

•  Make you uncomfortable�

•  Encourage you to rethink the reality presented by 
publication biases�

–  So you have a more complete view of the field�

–  Provide a context for understanding your results�

–  Overcoming this bias is a continual challenge�
�







Outline�
•  Type I errors in studies�
•  How I try and avoid this�
•  RNA-Seq gone wrong ….�



•   �

Parker&et&al.&2013.&Nature&502:228–231.&



•  2326 orthologous genes�
•  site-wise log-likelihood support (SSLS) �

–  Negative values support convergence H1,H2 �
•  824 mean support for H1 �
•  329 mean support for H2  �

Hearing&&

Vision&

“Strong&and&significant&support&

for&convergence&among&bats&

and&the&boFlenose&dolphin&was&

seen&in&numerous&genes&linked&

to&hearing&or&deafness,&

consistent&with&an&involvement&

in&echolocaIon.”&



Palmer failed to conduct orthogonal ‘test’ of 
findings or estimate proper ‘null’ expectation�
•   �

Thomas&and&Hahn&2015.&Mol&Biol&Evol&32:1232–1236.&



“[aQer&accounIng]&for&the&batch&effect,&

…&human&and&mouse&tend&to&cluster&by&

Issue,&not&by&species”&Gilad&and&

MizrahiXMan&2015.&F1000&Research&

Synder mouse controversy�

CorrelaIon&

“the&expression&for&many&sets&of&genes&was&

found&to&be&more&similar&in&different&Issues&

within&the&same&species&than&between&

species”&Lin&et&al.&2014&PNAS&

Human& mouse&

H
u
m
a
n
&

m
o
u
se
&

Human&–&Mouse&TMRCA&&

~&90&MYA&

Brain&–&Kidney&TMRCA?&



Batch effect: confounding sequencing grouping 
with biological grouping �

•   �

Solution = Keep technical effects orthogonal to biological �
•  Mouse & Human in same lane, same tissues in same lane�

•  Will your Core facility know to do this for you?�



Evolutionary Inference = House of Cards?�

The quality of our evolutionary inference    �
�

Is proportional to assumptions of orthology�



Orthologous genes … can their phenotypic effects 
drift over evolutionary time?�
•  RNAi phenotypes assessed for1,300 genes in two nematodes�
–  TMRA ~24 MYA�
– 7% had divergent phenotypic effects (in lab, etc.) �
–  Likely higher in nature�

Verster&et&al.&2014.&PLoS&Genet&

~&24&MY&

Caenorhabdi+s-

C.-elegans-

C.-briggsae-

Gene&regulatory&networks&are&changing&even&when&phenotype&is&not&



If I’m talking about all these errors … �

How do I work to minimize making type I errors?�
•  I try and avoid over stating my work �
•  I ‘triangulate’�



Tree&Height&=&Tan&a&X&Distance&

a-

Triangulation for building evidence�
•  Use more than one independent set of evidence�
–  Derived from independent biological replicates�

•  Challenge is maintaining genomic scale�
–  Genome wide SNP scan for outliers, QTL mapping, RNA-Seq, 

knockouts, manipulations, etc.�

Distance&



a-

Triangulation for building evidence�

Outlier&Fst& Is
&i
t&
a
n
&a
d
a
p
ta
I
o
n
?
&

Knockout&affects&phenotype&&

What&was&ancestral&

state?&

&

Is&there&any&clinal&

variaIon?&

&

Phenotype&respond&to&

chemical&manipulaIon?&

&

Response&to&selecIon&

experiment?&

Move&onto&TriangulaIon&

quickly&rather&than&jusIfying&

your&PXvalue&based&on&one&

dataset&

•  Use more than one independent set of evidence�
–  Derived from independent biological replicates�

•  Challenge is maintaining genomic scale�
–  Genome wide SNP scan for outliers, QTL mapping, RNA-Seq, 

knockouts, manipulations, etc.�



Genomic signal of Diapause adaptation�

15 months ago, only :�
•  mtDNA and microsat loci�
•  Extensive ecological studies > 10 

years�

Peter&Pruisscher&&

Speckled&Wood&

(Pararge-aegeria)&



Speckled&Wood&

(Pararge-aegeria)&

Genera&ons)
per)year)

%)in)diapause)at)
18)hours)light)

1& 100&%&

2& 0&%&

two&generaIons&per&year&

one&generaIons&per&year&

What&is&the&geneIc&basis&

of&adaptaIon&to&day&

length?&



De-novo-genome&

assembly&&

Map&reads&to&

genome&

Map&reads&to&

genome& A&

A&

A&

A&

&

&

T&

T&

T&

T&

T&

A&

A&

T&

&

&

T&

A&

A&

T&

A&

T&

A&

T&

&

&

T&

A&

T&

A&

What&regions&are&different?&

conIg&

What&genes&are&in&those&

regions?&

Gene&features&

Call&SNPs&

GS-MESPA �
N=50&

60&X&coverage&

N=50&

60&X&coverage&

Southern&Northern&

Scaffold&conIgs,&find&exons&



Fst outlier analysis for candidates�

A/C&

EXON1&EXON2& &EXON3&

~&114.000&SNPs&7&million&SNPs&

11,000&gene&models&&&~7&million&SNPs&

Filtering&

Quality&Filtering&

~&114,000&SNPs&of&which&68,000&SNPs:&FST&>0.9&



UniRef90_proteinnames) exon)gene)intergenic)Total)D.plex)scaffold) Bmori_chr)
Timeless&&&&&&&&&&&& 2) 0& 0& 2& DPSC300014& chr4&

Carni&ne)OGacetyltransferase)))))))))))3) 25& 1& 29& DPSC300014& chr4&

TrypsinGlike)protein))))))))))) 2) 14& 14& 30& DPSC300041& chr5&

VasaGlike)protein))))))))))) 1) 2& 0& 3& DPSC300379& chr19&

Period))&&&&&&&&&& 2) 2& 1& 5& DPSC30005& chr1&

Fixed variation in genes�

SNPs&per&gene&model&

1.  Intergenic&regions&contain+/X&67,604&Fixed&
SNPs&

2.  67&gene&models&contain&209&fixed&SNPs&

3.  Filter&for&SNPs&in&exons&and&introns&

Is&there&a&footXprint&of&selecIon&around&these&SNPs?&
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Are these outliers real?�
Do the affect the diapause 

phenotype?�



Could be false posivives.�

•  Crows �

Poelstra&et&al.&Science;&Ellegren&et&al.&2013.&Nature&.&

Ficedula-
albicollis- Ficedula-

hypoleuca-

Corvus-c.-
corone-

Corvus-c.-
cornix-



Islands of speciation or background selection?�

Cruickshank&and&Hahn.&2014.&Molecular&Ecology.&

Fst:&

A&relaIve&measure&

of&differenIaIon,&

increases&due&to&

freq.&change&

πT&X&πS&

πT&

Dxy:&

An&absolute&

measure&of&

differenIaIon,&

increase&due&to&

mutaIons&

The&absence&of&high&Dxy&in&regions&of&high&Fst&suggest&a&role&of&

background&selecIon&driving&these&paFerns&rather&than&

genomic&‘islands’&driving&speciaIon.&
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Rather than argue about the 
significance of this high Fst, lets 
move quickly onto triangulation�



Triangulating Timeless�
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Heterozygote&

Småland&N=4&

2N,&2&het&

Öland&

(island)&
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Clinal&anlaysis&SNP&genotyping&in&F2&cross&



1001 ways for your pipeline 
to break �

An overview of genomic pipeline 
challenges�

�

Christopher West Wheat �



Informatics and Biology�
•  We need to make sure we put the ‘bio’ into the bioinformatics�
–  Do results pass 1st principals tests�
–  Always double check data from your core facility or service company�
–  Use independent analyses as ‘controls’ on accuracy�

•  What are your + and – controls? �
•  Do independent methods converge?�

•  Need to re-assess our common metrics for potential bias in the  
genomic age�
–  Bootstraps on genomic scale data�
–  P-values, outlier analyses, demographic null models�



Outline�
•  Transcriptome analyses in non-model species�
– Walk through pipeline and highlight issues of 

concern�
– What is validation?�

•  Insights from candidate genes�
– Can Second Gen methods get us there?�



Pipeline Overview �



Pipeline Overview �



How&much&

HD&space&

is&needed?&

What&

soQware&&&

how&do&I&

get&it?&

How&

much&

RAM&do&I&

need?&

Why&

Linux?&

How&can&I&study&

my&data&using&

open&source?&

Are&16&cores&

enough?&
Can&I&

use&my&

laptop?&



Computer Infrastructure�

File)Sizes)(Gb)) CPUs)
(Cores))

RAM)(Gb)) Time))

Raw&files&*gz& (1.5&Gb&X&2)&X&

samples&=&216&&

1& ~3&hours&/&file&

Raw&files&

expanded&

(5&Gb&X&2)&X&

samples&=&720&

1&

TA&assembly& Final&=&100&Mb& 64& 750& &~1&–&4&weeks&

Mapping&

(BAM)&

2.5&Gb&X&samples&

=&180&

5& 20& ~1&–&3&hours&/&file&

AnnotaIon& 100&Mb& ≥&64& 20& ~6&–&12&days&

Analysis& <&20&Mb& 4& 4& ~<&1&hour&

VisualizaIon& BAM&files& ≥&4& ≥&8&

RNAseq&dataset:&

4&condiIons&X&2&Issues&X&3&families&X&3&replicates&=&72&X&10^6&reads&&

Get&ready&for&your&data&by&

downloading&similar&sized&

dataset&from&the&Short&

Read&Archive.&Do&not&wait&

Ill&it&arrives&

&



Pipeline Overview �



Core facilities and non-model species�

•  Here is your data�

•  You can’t do RNA-Seq without a genome�

•  We’ll have your data back in < 1 month�

Statements&from&core&faciliIes&that&are&not&true:&



Pipeline Overview �



Gene Ontology: order in the chaos�

•  Addresses the need for consistent descriptions of gene products 
in different databases in a species-independent manner �

•  GO project has developed three structured controlled 
vocabularies (ontologies) that describe gene products in terms 
of their associated �
–  biological processes�
–  cellular components �
– molecular functions�

hFp://www.geneontology.org/&



Comparisons among 
annotation tools�

Radivojac&et&al.:&A)largeGscale)evalua&on)of)computa&onal)protein)func&on)predic&on.&Nat-
Meth&2013,&10:221–227.&&
Falda&et&al.&&Argot2:)a)large)scale)func&on)predic&on)tool)relying)on)seman&c)similarity)of)
weighted)Gene)Ontology)terms.&BMC-Bioinforma+cs&2012,&13:S14.&



•   �



Batch processing for GO terms�

•   �



Pipeline Overview �



Template 
mismatch effects: 
excellent yeast study�
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Does alignment software matter?�

Nookaew&et&al.&A)comprehensive)comparison)of)RNAGSeqGbased)transcriptome)analysis)from)reads)to)differen&al)gene)expression)and)crossGcomparison)with)
microarrays:)a)case)study)in)Saccharomyces)cerevisiae.&Nucleic-Acids-Research&2012,&40:10084–10097.&



Mappers don’t appear to matter �

Wrong �
•  Genomic scale data can hide widespread biases that unless 

you specifically look, are hard to find�

•  Mapping programs differ in their settings and design�
– DNA to DNA vs. RNA to DNA�
– Are usually compared using species without much genetic 

variation�
–  Indels, splicing, SNPs all affect mapper performance�



Nookaew&et&al.&A)comprehensive)comparison)of)RNAGSeqGbased)transcriptome)analysis)from)reads)to)differen&al)gene)expression)and)crossGcomparison)with)
microarrays:)a)case)study)in)Saccharomyces)cerevisiae.&Nucleic-Acids-Research&2012,&40:10084–10097.&

SNPs&

SNP effects can be large�



Insertions & deletions (indels) have large effects�

Nookaew&et&al.&A)comprehensive)comparison)of)RNAGSeqGbased)transcriptome)analysis)from)reads)to)differen&al)gene)expression)and)crossGcomparison)with)
microarrays:)a)case)study)in)Saccharomyces)cerevisiae.&Nucleic-Acids-Research&2012,&40:10084–10097.&

Indels&



15 mapping results�

Dramatic differences in ability to 
handle a 2 bp insertion in 
reference compared to reads�

TopHat, SpliceMap, Bowtie and 
Soap�
– do not identify indels�
–  they fail to accurately align 

reads to these regions�

Grant&GR,&Farkas&MH,&Pizarro&A,&Lahens&N,&Schug&J,&Brunk&B,&Stoeckert&CJ,&Hogenesch&JB,&Pierce&EA:&Compara&ve)Analysis)of)RNAGSeq)Alignment)
Algorithms)and)the)RNAGSeq)Unified)Mapper)(RUM).&Bioinforma+cs&2011,&doi:10.1093/bioinformaIcs/btr427.&



Allelic bias in read mapping�

•  Essentially identical to allele specific PCR bias … but on a scale 
you can’t detect unless you care to look �

•  Do your genes of interest have more than 3 SNPs / 100 bp?�
Sedlazeck&et&al.&2013&Bioinforma+cs&



100&bp&window&with&4&–&5&SNPs&differing&

from&reference&



Mapping reads in outbred species�

Leffler&et-al.&2012&Plos-Biol&

Average&genome&polymorphism&levels&(ignores&indels)&

Homo-sapiens-

Drosophila-
melanogaster-



Sig. expression differences by method�

A: Stampy mapping �
B: Cuffdiff analysis�
C: Likely error source�

A& B&

C&



RNA-Seq�

Real world example�

  2 factor analysis with family effects �



Bicyclus-anynana-

long) lifespan) short)
delayed) reproduc&on) fast)
inac&ve) behaviour) ac&ve)

high) fat)reserves) low)
cryp&c) wing)pa[ern) conspicuous)

Save 
energy,  
live long 

Live 
fast,  
die 

young 



Developmental plasticity in Bicyclus anynana�

environmental)
condi&ons)

alternate)
phenotypes)

sensi+ve-period-

Bicyclus-anynana-

Marjo&&

Saastamoinen&



Experimental&design&

7)fullGsib)families)

seasonal)temperature)

food)stress)

use)2)body)parts)

F7)

!  2&seasonal&x&2&food&stress&x&2&body&parts&=&8)condi&ons)
!  7&families&with&n&=&2&X&3&per&condiIon&!&144)RNA)libraries)
!  10&million&reads&/&library&



edgeR&

body)part) #)libraries) #)clean)reads)(per)
library))

#)nucleo&des)(per)
library)) GC)content)

abdomen& 72& 15,261,019& 3,052,203,767& 45%&

thorax& 72& 15,633,416& 3,126,683,150& 46%&

total& 144& 2,224,399,290& 444,879,858,000& 45%&

# reads ~  season + stress + family + 
    season*stress + season*family + stress*family 
    season*stress*family 

&

14&samples:&one&from&each&family,&thorax&and&

abdomen& 69,075&conIgs&

Vicencio&Oostra&



Log&fold&change&

Lo
g
&(
P
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a
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Season&
What&should&I&be&

looking&at&first?&



54&

Colored&by&Family&



Log&fold&change&
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Effect&of&filtering&the&mapping&to&Trinity&conIgs&

71&zeroXread&samples&

allowed&&

32&zeroXread&samples&

allowed&&
0&zeroXread&samples&

allowed&&



GLM results�

•  Plastic responses:�
– Effects without any 

interaction with Family�

season&x&treatment&

x&family&

seasonal&&

x&family&
stress&&

x&family&

116)

22)
23)

27)

115)
15)

43)

• Genetic response:�
o  Effects that have an interaction with family�
o  Potential targets of natural selection  �

season + stress + family + season*stress  +  
season*family + stress*family + season*stress*family reads ~ &



100&My& 320&My&

D. melanogaster 
lacks an orthologous 

reproductive 
physiology�



Most studies are 
annotation limited�

•  What is the biological 
meaning of the top P-value 
genes?�

•  Low P-value or expression 
genes are certainly important �

•  Gene set enrichments are key 
to insights�
–  Thus, annotation is very 

important �

7&of&20&(35%)&no&Uniprot&ID&



Sources of error �

Transcriptome assembly can be huge source of bias:�
•  Fragmentation creates multiple contigs of same gene�
•  SNPs and alternative splicing generates more contigs�
•  1 locus = frag. X SNPs X alt. splicing = many contigs�

We can observe effects in expression analyses:�
–  Family effect mapping bias�
– Pseudo-inflation in Gene Set Enrichment Analyses�



Put the       in your informatics!!�
Use independent analyses as ‘controls’ on accuracy�

– What are your + and – controls? �

BIO �

Analysis&#&1& Analysis&#&2& Analysis&#&3&

Mapper& TopHat2& STAR& ?&

NormalizaIon& none& TMM& TMM&

Analysis& PCA& RSEM& EDGER&

Should&independent&methods&converge?&



Interrogate your results�
•  “you need to be in charge of the analysis” – B. Cresko�

•  This will give you confidence�
–  Bring freedom to your findings (no waterboarding) �

•  Graph your results – visualize the patterns�
–  PCA or MDS plot �
–  P-value distributions�

•  Assess gene copy number in gene set enrichment analyses (GSEA) �
–  Do these levels fit to 1st principals expectations?�
–  Do you have extra copies due to your Transcriptome assembly?�

�
�



A major challenge for Ecological Genomics�

•  What causes natural selection in the wild?�
–  How does genetic variation at one region of the genome interact with 

its environment (genomic, abiotic, and biotic) �

•  DNA alone can’t tell us about selection dynamics in the wild�
– Molecular tests are very weak and uninformative about selection 

dynamics�

•  Research community is demanding actual demonstration of 
natural selection when making claims of adaptive role �
–  Triangulate!!!! �

�



Story telling �
vs. �

Causal understanding �

Genomics&is&full&of&adapIve&stories&

&

FuncIonal&and&field&validaIon&of&

SNPs&effects&are&needed&to&discern&

facts&from&ficIon&

&

Molecular spandrels: �

Storz&&&Wheat&2010&Evolu+on & & & &BarreF&&&Hoekstra&2011&&Nat-Rev-Genet&



Ongoing work �

•  Currently trying to write commentary on biases in field�

•  Please send along other examples I might have missed�
–  Feedback / critique is greatly appreciated�



Ram&Neethiraj&

Pararge-aegeria&
Karl&GoFhard& Peter&Pruisscher&


